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from the editor
Shakespeare’s Hamlet was a procrastinator. He spentmuch of his time mulling things over — this or that?Or maybe the other?
“To be or not to be? To die, to sleep; To sleep, per-
chance to dream… The dread of something after
death… puzzles the will/ And makes us rather bear
those ills we have / Than fly to others that we know not
of … And enterprises of great pith and moment … lose
the name of action.”
On the one hand … on the other hand. Hamlet stands for
those of us unable to make up our minds. The road goes two
ways — which will we choose? Maybe we’ll go back the way
we came? Or maybe we’ll just stand still, stay where we are?
The TransCanada Spiritans spent a week together in
 Niagara Falls this past July. We needed to attend to in-house
issues: the decreasing number of active members, the influx of
recently arrived members from overseas, especially from West
Africa. We needed to attend to future commitments. We
arrived at great consensus regarding many aspects of our way
of life. But we also left unfinished our Planning for the Future.
With diminished numbers we cannot continue everything we
have been doing. That being so, what will we drop?
Were we, in fact, a microcosm of the wider European and
North American church? Greatly diminished in number,
parishes amalgamating, debating what to hold on to and what
to give up, over-stretching the available human resources,
unwilling to admit that more of the same will probably get us
nowhere.
But if not more of the same, then what? Has the time come
to ask the so far unaskable. Can only men be priests? Only
single men? Must leadership be limited to the ordained? Is
churchgoing all that matters? Are the ethnic newcomers being
served? Is bringing their priests here from overseas a viable
long-term answer? Can they instantaneously take on the role
of community leaders? Can they import their way of being
church without alienating a great part of the current congre -
gation? Or can their life-giving energy resurrect a dormant
western church? 
Is the Spirit of the living God nudging those of us who have
been here for quite some time to accept other insights, other
ways of being useful? Are we the ones who have to adapt, or
disengage, so that church can be done differently? 
Are we hearing women’s voices? Do today’s wives, mothers,
aunts, grandmothers, daughters and sisters find church a con-
genial place, a place in which they feel welcome and at home?
If not, is there a future for our church without them? 
Not all of these questions were asked in Niagara Falls last
July. But the beginning of a different approach was heard loud
and clear. Priests as classroom teachers and administrators are
a thing of the past. High school chaplains maybe — the neces-
sary paper qualifications make this a slim possibility. And the
readiness of overseas Spiritans to take on this ministry is not
evident. 
Yes, Niagara became the crossroads of to be or not to be:
to be this or that or maybe the other? What direction will we
take? Which road leads on to fuller life? Maybe Robert Frost
can direct our steps:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I —
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference. 















Three hours from the time I write these words the JubileeYear of St. Paul will officially end. We might wonderwhat parting thoughts Paul would have for us as indi-
viduals and as church at the close of his Jubilee Year, which of
his many words of inspiration he would write in bold letters
on our hearts.
“We who are many are one body” (Romans 12:5)
Like his Master before him, Paul would pray that we get our act
together and “make every effort to maintain the unity of the
Spirit in the bond of peace” (Ephesians 4:3). He would ask us to
break open our blocked caves and find each other. He would
warn us that conviction can dull perception, so we might easily
fail to see not only the other person’s point of view but the other
person. Isn’t that why he likened the church to the human body,
all the members of which need each other. “If one member suf-
fers, all suffer together with it; if one member is honoured, all
rejoice together with it” (1 Cor. 12:26). He would remind us
that, like Christ’s body, this body, the church, is a broken body,
fragile, to be handled with care. Nothing less will heal the
anguished spirit or release the heart to act in love.
“Make your own the mind of Christ Jesus” 
(Philippians 2:5)
Our eyes should see things, therefore, through the eyes of
Christ. They will then see with love that wants to serve the other
and help people to become truly themselves. Paul asked the
struggling church at Philippi to make their own the mind of
Christ Jesus and to “be of the same mind, having the same love,
being in full accord and of one mind” (Philippians 2:2). “Being
of the same mind” has less to do with orthodoxy, uniformity or,
heaven forbid, conformity than with the attitude we ought to
have towards each other: mutual respect, willingness to listen to
each other, readiness to serve one another. In the end, we will
behave according to the way we think of Christ who humbled
himself, set aside his privileges, forfeited his rights, showed him-
self in the form of a slave, literally putting himself out for the
sake of others. By thus thinking and acting we not only “build
up the body of Christ” (Ephesians 4:12), we respond to Paul’s
plea to make his “joy complete” (Philippians 2:2).
“Encouragement in Christ” (Philippians 2:1)
Paul’s farewell message to the Christian community at Ephesus
before he left for Macedonia was one of encouragement 
(Acts 20:1). Fourteen times
in his letters he speaks of
the need for encourage-
ment. He sees Christ as 
the one who encourages
(Philippians 2:1). The
Scriptures, he claims, were
written not only for our instruction, but “for our encourage-
ment… that we might have hope” (Romans 15:4). Indeed, in
the same verse, he calls on “the God of encouragement” to
grant the community in Rome to “live in harmony with one
another.” Small wonder, then, that Paul’s first instinct is to
encourage people and that his primary concern is for the faint-
hearted. To encourage, after all, is to give someone heart. If, as
W.B.Yeats observes, “too long a sacrifice can make a stone of
the heart,” too much grief can break it. Maybe one of the most
important lessons we have to learn from Paul is the need for
tenderness. Several decades ago Heinrich Böll lodged this
complaint: “What has been lacking to date in Christian
preaching from all quarters has been tenderness, verbal,
human, and, yes, theological tenderness.” I am sure Paul
would agree with him. It is up to us, is it not, to replace the
cold eye with the warm heart? 
“Take me as your pattern, just as I take Christ 
for mine” (1 Corinthians 11:1)
We have a great exemplar in Paul himself. When he writes
about his activity as a missionary he uses the language of the
nursery, not of the battlefield. He views his relationship with
his churches primarily in terms drawn from family life, as the
“mother” who bore them, as the “nurse” who cared for them,
or as the “father” who encouraged them (Gal. 4:19; 1 Thess.
2:7; 1 Thess. 2:11). He tells the Corinthians: “We do not lord
it over your faith; we work with you for your joy” (2 Cor.
1:24). Like Jesus, Paul respected people’s freedom. Like Jesus
he took people just where he found them and encouraged
them to develop their own sense of spiritual maturity, rather
than imposing on them a ready-made framework set in stone.
Paul is still tugging at the sleeves of our church pleading with
us to allow ourselves that open-ended flexibility and freedom
which both he and Jesus, whose heart he knew so well, placed
at the centre of the gospel. For this to happen, much serious
thought and honest dialogue are called for together with
 perseverance in prayer. 
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share with you some reasons why I am thankful to the Lord
for the Congregation and my confreres. 
Courage and endurance 
If someone were to ask me what, in my opinion, was the 
most difficult Spiritan mission I would have difficulty in
replying. Having in mind so many visits made and having
read and studied so many reports, I can readily say that 
all Spiritan  missions are difficult and it is impossible to
 classify them. 
The difficulties differ from one place to another. Sometimes
it is great poverty and insecurity. Sometimes it is the socio-
 religious context — great indifference in some places, direct or
hidden opposition in others. Then again it can be the situation
of the group itself which makes mission  difficult:  little or no
common vision, tension between  confreres.
In general though, Spiritans show great courage, patience
and endurance. They stay on the spot, put up with what can-
not be changed, do their best, and often do more than their
best. This continuing presence brings us the friendship and
esteem of those among whom we live.
Initiative and creativity 
I can say that each generation of Spiritans is a generation of
founders, because new needs for evangelization arise all the
time to which a creative response must be made. Think of all
that exists today in your area which did not exist at all ten,
twenty or thirty years ago.
Last year when I was in Nigeria I asked Fr. Onyeneke how
many religious congregations there had been founded by
 Spiritans. I think he counted up to fifteen.
Among the most creative Spiritans we must not forget
those we refer to as Spiritan Associates/Lay Spiritans.
Availability 
When we ask a confrere if he is prepared to accept such and
such a responsibility helpful to the whole Congregation, gener-
ally both he and his superior are very open to the request. 
Humility and modesty 
We do not seem to have the habit of describing our parishes,
missions, schools, chaplaincies as “Spiritan”. We work very
simply in the place where we have been sent. We do not put
CSSp after our names as a matter of course — it does not
seem to be one of our main concerns.
I know well that in this area times have changed and that
we need to do a bit more publicity for our Congregation. But
let us keep this spirit of modesty and humility, this Spiritan
simplicity which helps us to stay close to those with whom we
live and work.
Together with all of you I give thanks every day for the big
Spiritan family. It has pleased the Father to reveal to us the
mystery of his Son and to confide to us the mission of
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Claude-Francis Poullart des Places (1679–1709) wasborn into privilege. He stepped down from that to bewith the poor and to serve them. 
He was the first and only son of a squire whose great ambi-
tion was to become one of Brittany’s nobility, a father who
took great care with his son’s education. Claude in turn repaid
his father’s ambitions. He got prize after prize at school and
was the class valedictorian in his final year. 
He wanted to leave Rennes, his hometown, to study theol-
ogy at the Sorbonne, but was persuaded by his father to study
law in Nantes. He went on a retreat in 1701 to discern his real
vocation, then lived with his parents without practicing law.
He was middle of the road religious, now fervent, now easy -
going, but not really at peace within himself. “I’m not where I
ought to be,” he wrote. “You have greater designs on me, 
O Lord. You’re trying to persuade me to aim higher… I’ll
make you known to hearts that don’t know you … I’ll proclaim
your kindness to sinners … I’ll get them to pray sincerely.”
He felt drawn to the priesthood and also to the poor. He
also felt drawn to become a real saint, but recognized that the
main obstacle to this was his overriding ambition: “God, keep
me humble, lower my pride,” he prayed.
A Jesuit director suggested that instead of studying at the
Sorbonne he should go to Louis-le-Grand College. Here he
wouldn’t get a doctorate but would acquire a well-grounded
theology.
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A simple way of life
In Paris, a two hour daily round of prayer, frequent confession
and communion, the imitation of Christ, a loving Marian
devotion, poverty and simplicity of lifestyle, no honours or
special awards, and bodily mortifications were his regular
means of sanctification. He recommitted himself to Mary: 
“I promise never to forget you. Assist me in all my activities.”
He visited nearby hospitals, seeing in each patient a suffer-
ing member of Christ. He became convinced that the poor
needed not handouts from the rich, but real apostles like in
the gospels. So from 1702 on, Claude felt particularly drawn
to the most obscure and the most abandoned projects. He
taught catechism to little boys from Savoy who had found
their way to Paris. He also helped them out financially. He dis-
tributed food from the college to the sick and the poor and
often went without a meal so that they might have something
to eat. In particular he became aware of the many poor stu-
dents in Paris, living in very substandard accommodations. 
But all the while, he was thinking of faraway missions —
these were his ultimate desire. Gradually however he began to
understand that by helping future priests he
would be indirectly achieving this goal. He
met with four or five poor seminarians from
time to time and saw to their welfare as 
best he could. The principal of the college
agreed to give him some of the desserts of
the regular students. He made a pact with
his good friend Grignion de Montfort: “If
God grants me success, you can count on
my missionaries. I’ll prepare them and you
put them to work.”
So, on Pentecost Sunday 1703 he dedi-
cated his work to the Holy Spirit under the
invocation of the Blessed Virgin conceived
without sin. 
But from the beginning of 1704, he felt
no sense of accomplishment whatsoever.
This lasted all year. He experienced an
 overwhelming sense of inertia in complete
 contrast to his former enthusiasm. But he
stayed with the project: when his commu-
nity grew to more than fifty he bought a
house nearby which could hold seventy. He
was ordained in 1707. And he died in 1709.
His originality
The virtue of poverty was preeminent in
Claude’s mind. He would not accept any
seminarian who could afford to pay. He
himself lived like the students, ate what
they ate, washed the dishes and cleaned the
mud off their shoes. He trained them as
priests who would choose the most chal-
lenging postings, those for which it was
 difficult to find volunteers. He insisted on a
combination of knowledge and integrity for
his future priests. 
His community was dedicated to the
Holy Spirit and the Immaculate Con -
ception, and their prayers proclaimed this
double focus: “As children of Mary and of
the Holy Spirit, let us make them known
and served.” 
It seems providential that Claude Poullart’s foundation was able to survivefor centuries, when one considers that it did not evolve naturally, either as
a seminary or as a congregation. He had no intention of founding a religious
congregation. What he began reached maturity more than a century after
his death. 
When he died, he had directed a seminary for six years, but it had
no official recognition or stability. There was no structure to steer it
into the future. His team of formators had no guaranteed perma-
nence: two of his four companions were withdrawn in the same year
as he died. Nor was there any financial stability, since it was seen
only as a charitable establishment for poor students. It took another
twenty-five years or so before the work acquired official recognition
and a permanent home.
Taken together, his few writings show him as the founder of a
community of prayer and missionary action. He was a spiritual man
who allowed God to lead him one step at a time. He heard the Spirit
call him through the  people he met. Yes — he started a work of great
importance to the Church, but his first concern was to find God and
be faithful to his love through whatever God asked of him.
Jean Savoie CSSp, Spiritan Horizons
A prayer of Claude Poullart des Places
O God, you alone can manage the human heart.
I acknowledge your power.
For a long time you have been trying to speak to my heart,
But for an equally long time I have refused to listen.
Come to this heart of mine where you have wanted to come for so long
— a heart that is finally ready to listen to you.
O God, you want me to be a man after your own heart.
Give me strength. Anoint me with your wisdom.
Enlighten me with your insight.
I will make you known to hearts that do not know you.
O God, what do you want me to do? 
My heart is ready.
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The first Spiritan arrived in Canada in 1732, twenty threeyears after the death of Poullart des Places. Francois dela Mothe worked among the Miqmaq First Nations
 people west of Quebec City, taught in the Quebec Seminary
and eventually became a chaplain at Fort Duquesne (Pitts-
burgh). Pierre Mailllard arrived in 1735 and Jean Le Loutre in
1737. By 1750 the majority of the staff at the Grand Semi-
naire in Quebec City were Spiritans. At least a dozen  others
worked with the Miqmaq people in Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Cape Breton and the Magdalen Islands. 
The aftermath of the French Revolution in 1789 stemmed
the flow of new missionaries and the last French Spiritan died
in 1805. 
These East Coast beginnings gave the Paris-based Congre -
gation of the Holy Ghost the opportunity and the challenge to
become overseas missionaries. 
Pierre Maillard
On Sundays, and when the sick or the dying required his atten-
tion, the first priest to come among the Miqmaq people left his
tent, attended to them and shut himself up again. He continued
this all winter until Easter. He then sent word that if the people
would assemble he would preach to them. They came and to
their astonishment he spoke Miqmaq as fluently as any of them.
Pierre Maillard was convinced that, if he were to work
among the indigenous people of Cape Breton, he would have
to be able to speak to them in their own language. He spent
years learning Miqmaq idioms and developed a pictorial script
for the people to use. This hieroglyphic script contained more
than 5700 different picture letters that spoke to their imagi -
nation. In addition, he wrote the first Miqmaq grammar and
 dictionary, and also produced religious handbooks containing
prayers, hymns, sermons and rituals for celebrating baptisms,
weddings and funerals. 
In 1745, ten years after his arrival, Pierre Maillard, then
Vicar General of Cape Breton, was among the Catholic priests
arrested by the British, deported to Boston and then back to
France. Four years later, this determined Breton was back in
Cape Breton, living and working in Bras d’Or.
After the British captured Louisbourg in 1758 and
deported the Acadians in crowded boats to France, 
Fr. Maillard led his Miqmaq people to Miramichi, New
Brunswick, where they joined the Acadians who had gone 
into hiding rather than face deportation. 
Two years later he persuaded both Acadians and
 Miqmaqs to accept the terms of a peace offer from the
A set of
rascally priests
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Acadians
Once upon a time Acadia signified all of Nova Scotia. The famous Evangeline
Trail along the Bay of Fundy was the heart of Acadia. Later, Acadia came to
mean all the land between Maine and the St. Lawrence River. Acadia National
Park is situated south of Bar Harbour, Maine. 
After Champlain “discovered” this territory for France in 1604, French set-
tlers (Acadians) arrived in this part of the New World. In the 1700s and 1800s
they cultivated the rich soil of the tidal marshes of the Bay of Fundy. They built
large dikes to keep out the notoriously high tides of the bay and preserved the
land for agriculture. Add abundant orchards and vegetable to the grain and hay
fields and you arrive at a garden paradise. 
But their land became a battlefield in the wars between England and France
for control of North America. They refused to take up arms against the French
and Miqmaqs. In fact, they often intermarried with the Miqmaqs.
In 1713 when the French withdrew to small settlements in Cape Breton and
Prince Edward Island, the Acadians developed a profitable trade with the new
French colony of Louisbourg. Then in the early 1750s they built a strong fortifi-
cation called Beausejour at the northeast end of the Bay of Fundy. In 1755 the
Governor of New England sent 500 troops from Boston to capture Beausejour.
Out of a population of 10,000 more than 6,000 were deported on ships bound
for the British colonies along the eastern seaboard from Massachusetts to
 Georgia and further south to Louisiana and the West Indies. 
The Acadians who remained went into hiding in the forests. Many died of
starvation. Spiritan Fr. Francois Leguerne became known as “the chaplain of
the hunted.”
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British. He was convinced that holding out against them
would be no good.
He then moved to Halifax and lived there for two years. His
health was deteriorating and in 1762 he died there — the last
Catholic priest allowed to remain in Nova Scotia. He was given
an Anglican funeral and buried in the Protestant  cemetery.
Pierre Maillard identified with the Miqmaq people. He
lived with them, spoke their language, shared their joys and
endured their hardships. According to a Miqmaq legend, after
his death bushes bearing beautiful flowers sprang up over 
his grave.
Jean Le Loutre 
These 18th century Spiritan missionaries were “a set of ras-
cally priests” according to the historians, officers and politi-
cians who opposed them. The most ‘rascally’ of all was
undoubtedly Jean Le Loutre.
“Unquestionably religious, but a fanatic … The mission-
ary most devoted to the cause of justice that Acadia ever had
… Greatly renowned for his sanctity … The Author and
Adviser of all the disturbances the Indians had made in the
Province … an accomplice to murder … a price of 6000 livres
on his head … had helped set fire to a newly constructed
church … spent three months in prison in England … was
captured at sea and spent eight years in jail on the Channel
Islands”.
Jean Le Loutre arrived in Louisbourg in 1737. Pierre
 Maillard told him that he would be working among the
 Miqmaqs and so he had to learn their language. Maillard
himself would be his teacher. After ten months Maillard con-
sidered Le Loutre sufficiently fluent to begin his pastoral
work. He appointed him to Shubenacadie, between Truro
and Halifax.
The British Lieutenant Governor wrote to him: “The
esteem I have for you leaves no room to doubt that you will be
disposed to help maintain peace, law and justice.” Le Loutre
did this for four years, then handed over the care of the Acadi-
ans to another Spiritan in order to work full-time among the
Miqmaqs. As their missionary he did not feel in any way
 subject to the government. As far as he was concerned, they
were a free and independent people.
Accused by the British of leading a combined French-
 Miqmaq attack against Port Royal (Annapolis) in 1744, he
thought it better to set out for Halifax to meet the French fleet
and return to France. But only a remnant of their badly orga-
nized, disease-ridden ships made it to France. 
On a return voyage he was captured at sea by the British.
He pretended to be the ship’s chaplain. It didn’t work: he
spent three months in an English jail.
A year later he was at sea again — with the same result,
except that this time he received a one-month sentence.
A peace treaty between France and England in 1784 gave
Louisbourg back into French control and Jean Le Loutre was
free to return to Acadia. Many Acadians had resettled along
the shore of the Bay of Fundy and he rallied both them and the
Miqmaqs to rebuild the Louisbourg fortifications and dikes as
well as to construct a new church. 
In 1755 the Governor of New England sent 500 soldiers
from Boston to attack Beausejour. Le Loutre escaped before
the town surrendered, after having agreed with the defenders’
decision to set fire to their newly built church rather than have
it fall into English (Protestant!) hands.
One more transatlantic sea journey — once again captured.
This time he was sentenced to eight years in jail in Jersey.
Then, free at last, he spent the final nine years of his life minis-
tering to the Acadians who had survived the fall of Beausejour
and now lived in and around St. Malo, Brittany. 
After he died, the Chairman of the French Navy Board
wrote: “He has neither goods nor income because he has spent
his entire personal inheritance for the welfare of the missions
and for the benefit the poor.”
Late in life Le Loutre had the last word: “By making a
 nuisance of myself, I hope to succeed.” 
Saint-Pierre & Miquelon
The first Spiritans sent to Saint-Pierre & Miquelon in
1765 came from Poullart des Places’ seminary. The Aca-
dians expelled from Nova Scotia had sought refuge on
these islands. They were then deported back to France,
but returned and were granted the right to stay there. 
The two 1765 Spiritans had worked with the Acadi-
ans before they too were expelled from Atlantic Canada.
Undaunted, they returned to Canada, but with an inter-
esting detour: their ship was blown off course some
5000 kilometres away to Martinique in the Caribbean.
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“We need to come together,” said our ProvincialLeader Fr. Bob Colburn, relaying what a Spiri-tan had told him prior to our Chapter 2009. 
“Chapter” is one of those religious community in-words
that cause outsiders to roll their eyes and ask, “What?” Chap-
ters belong in books or are well-known bookstores (at least in
Canada). Browsers go through Chapters a book at a time.
Readers go through books a chapter at a time. 
Spiritans, on the other hand, go through Chapters six years
at a time. This general assembly deals with questions like:
Where are we now? What’s been going on in the past six
years? What will the next six years mean? What directions do
we see ourselves taking?
Chapter 2009 brought together, to the Carmelite Renewal
Centre in Niagara Falls, thirty one professed Spiritans and
eight Lay Spiritans from Australia, Canada, Ghana, Ireland,
Malawi, Nigeria, Poland, Portugal, Sierra Leone, South Africa,
Trinidad and the USA. Expectations were great; a new heart, 
a new spirit. “All are welcome in this place. Let no one walk
alone. The journey makes us one.”
Fr. Bob challenged us: be signs of hope, walk together,
enjoy differences, dare to be sent to often forgotten people,
live uncertainty with joy, embrace diversity, be willing to move
forward. 
Embracing diversity: the way forward
Our Moderator, Lay Spiritan Gary Warner, directed our
 attention to the motto chosen for this gathering, Embracing
Diversity: The Way Forward.
“We come with our differences and our similarities. Each of
us has multiple identities. It’s when we get stuck in a single
identity that we get into difficulty. Our diversity is a source of
innovation and creativity. So, let’s include everyone, let’s
embrace that diversity and give it a hug or two.
“The Way Forward invites us to use our right brain — 
the one that sees possibilities, opportunities and potential. 
Embracing diversity:
the way forward
Spiritans gather in Niagara Falls
TransCanada Chapter 2009
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This brain guides us towards the abundance of resources
 waiting to be tapped into. This brain that generates energy —
how appropriate in Niagara Falls.” 
Our opening Evening Prayer recalled the words of Ken
Newell, Fitzroy Presbyterian Church, Belfast: “I have only
once in my life visited Niagara Falls… It was such a powerful
metaphor of the Holy Spirit poured out on the church on the
day of Pentecost. Even more importantly, the Holy Spirit is
still being poured out upon us and into us … this spiritual
waterfall renews our lives and puts a new heart into us at
every stage of our life journey.”
Look back, look around, look ahead 
Since our last Chapter in 2003 we have added to our Spiritan
internationality. From Edmonton and Toronto our recently
arrived Spiritans bring to us wisdom and energy from their
homes overseas and the various countries in which they had
served on their way here.
Since that same Chapter we have said a final goodbye to
Fathers John Sheehy (2004), Michael Brosnan and Peter
 Fleming (2006), Garry McCarthy and Robert Hudson (2009). 
So we looked back to gather the wisdom of our collective
past, we looked around at where we now find ourselves and
we looked forward to whatever new challenges and cele -
brations await us. We pooled our memories, our current
strengths and our future hopes.
We voted on some key resolutions: Green card — Yes, 
Red card — No, Yellow card — Abstention.
Praying alone, praying together
Fr. Barney Kelly reminded us that the Holy Spirit is energy 
for our particular mission and way of praying; that Father
 Libermann saw prayer as clearing a path of entry for the Lord, a
getting out of the way to let the Lord act on us. He highlighted
lectio divina as a contemporary approach to a prayerful reading
of the Bible: start with a passage, rediscover it in our own life
experience, and then go back to that same passage as a “home-
coming” in which we see ourselves. The passage — be it story,
poem, teaching — becomes ours. Such prayer lets God in. 
There followed a long discussion on retreats and commu-
nity prayer. How do we really pray together? During the week
we did more than talk about prayer — we prayed together
morning and evening, we celebrated Eucharist daily, we sang
our hymns and refrains, and we had a midweek reconciliation
liturgy focused on Spiritan Lucien Deiss’ song, Grant to us, 
O Lord, a heart renewed.
What needs mending?
Part of living together involves being able to look each other in
the eye and say, “I’m sorry.” We reflected on how mending
was an ordinary everyday activity to be attended to. Mending
is more than just putting a patch on things. We mend our bro-
kenness in order to become who we are meant to be for the
sake of each other. Then, perhaps, we can set about mending
the world. 
As Joy Warner brought forward a bowl of water we
stretched out our hands in blessing over it. She placed it on
the table and we approached it two by two. Dipping our fin-
gers in it we then traced the sign of the cross on our partner’s
forehead as a sign of peace, reconciliation and friendship.
Matters financial
Chapters are a time to focus on finances. Provincial Bursar 
Fr. Paul McAuley took us through an amazingly detailed 
Power Point presentation of our current financial situation.
Seeing it graphically had far greater impact than reading it in
printed form. We have sold Neil McNeil High School and
Laval House to the Toronto Catholic District School Board.
One result of that is that we must now set about buying a new
Retirement Community residence and new Provincial Offices. 
To no one’s surprise we learned that we had not escaped
the current downturn in the money markets of the world. So
our ability to contribute as much as we have done to Spiritan
missions, the training of seminarians and special projects is
more limited. 
On a more personal level we asked ourselves how we live
our vow of Poverty, how we adhere to our personal budgets,
and how we might economize as the rest of the world has to do. 
Out of energy, out of time
By Thursday we were ready to look forward and draw up
some mission priorities and plans for the future. What works
will we continue, disengage from and undertake to keep the
spirit of the Chapter alive? If we are what we do, what should
we be doing? Having made some inroads into these topics, we
realized that time, like money, had run out on us. Our group
energy was somewhat depleted and the decision was taken to
delegate to the Provincial Council the task of drawing up a list
of Mission Priorities to be submitted to the membership for
consideration and feedback. 
A final item of the proposed agenda was also handed over to
the Council: Planning for future leadership and replacement of
those who retire from their current appointments. Enmeshed 
in this was the question of our continuation in  education. If so,
how? If not, what a pity!
Our final gathering was in the wonderful Carmelite church
where we celebrated Mass together. It renewed our focus on
being missionaries to the place, culture and world to which we
are sent and in which we find ourselves. As we sang the Spiri-
tan Missionary Hymn to close this Chapter our voices were
hopeful and harmonious: “Bear witness unto me on earth in
every clime, And I with you shall be until the end of time.” 
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There are many slums and shanty-towns, favelas andbidonvilles spread around the world. Kibera is one ofthem. It is a slum. But not just any slum. They say that
Kibera is the second largest slum on earth, the biggest in
Africa and still continually growing in population. It is just one
of five slums within the city of Nairobi, the capital of Kenya,
and only a few kilometres from Spiritan House where I live
and work. 
Though geographically so close to the city-centre, socially,
Kibera is a different planet compared to downtown Nairobi, a
city of 4 million people, where a socio-economic apartheid
flourishes. Kibera offers one of the rawest experiences you can
ever imagine of what it means to be a human being. If you can
picture just one small district of your own home-town
crammed with 800,000 to 1,000,000 people trying to survive
next to each other, then you are beginning to get an idea of
what life can be like in Kibera, an illegal slum that does not
even exist on the city maps of Nairobi. 
Refuse, rubbish, raw sewage
It is very hard for Westerners to visualise Kibera with its
poverty and destitution. But just try and think of hundreds of
thousands of men, women and children packed together in 
an unplanned, higgledy-piggledy patchwork of shacks and
huts, and make-shift dwelling places of wood, plastic and
cardboard, on rough hilly terrain, with no tarmac roads,
mountains of refuse and rubbish strewn all around, with raw
sewage cascading down the sides of every path. The one-
roomed shacks often have just an earthen floor, with walls
made of crumbling clay or dried mud, full of holes, and, if
lucky, a second-hand galvanised or corrugated tin roof which
inevitably allows rain to leak in. 
Easily an average of 6 or 7 people live in each one-roomed
hut, sleeping on the same bed which also serves as a sofa and
even a table. Obviously, with so little space it is very hard for
anyone to enjoy any real privacy, with only a bed-sheet, hung




Spiritan missionary in Kenya
Easily an average of 6 or 7 people live 
in each one-roomed hut, sleeping on the
same bed which also serves as a sofa
and even a table.
the living area. Incredibly, most shanty dwellers in Kibera are
tenants paying rent to landlords for their hovels and are
always in danger of eviction for failure to pay up. If you can
begin to picture such a scenario then the “Kibera phenome-
non” will start to kick in for you. Once you set foot in Kibera
with its inhuman over-crowded living conditions you can
never view life the same again.
The ‘flying toilet’ 
Against a background of huge unemployment, a high crime
rate and gangs of frustrated youths hanging idle around street
corners, when not scavenging on dump-sites, the biggest single
problem in Kibera is the lack of sanitation. Often one nauseat-
ing latrine is shared by 200 people, sometimes even at a fee.
With the warm weather the stench of stagnant sewage is
unbearable and when it rains the mud makes walking totally
treacherous, with most paths impassable. Open sewers run-
ning everywhere, with no proper drains, together with the
amazing phenomenon of the ‘flying toilet’ means that diar-
rhoea, typhoid, malaria and cholera are rampant. Sadly, there
is also a very high incidence of HIV/Aids, affecting about 30%
of the adult population. 
What is a ‘flying toilet’, you may ask? Well, the people,
having no bathrooms in their shacks, are forced to “go to the
toilet” in discarded plastic bags which at night-time they fling
out of their windows as far as they can — but since their
neighbours next-door and opposite are doing exactly the same,
everyone has unwanted toilet refuse outside their own
doorstep! (Pray never to get hit by a ‘flying toilet’!) Of course,
with the sanitation problems there is also a lack of clean drink-
ing water, little electricity, poor health facilities and never
enough food. There are only two ways to get out of the
poverty trap: either education or crime. But most youths never
have the chance to complete their secondary education
because the school fees are so high — so what chance do they
have of finding employment in the future?
Self-help group of women
There are glimmers of hope in Kibera. One such beacon of
light is a little nursery school for orphans called St. Monica’s,
opened in a district known as Raila, in the heart of the slum. It
is a relatively new venture begun in January 2007 by a group
of women, led by Margaret Atieno Odhiambo, calling them-
selves Catholic Women Fighting HIV/AIDS Kibera
(CAWOFHAK for short!). 
These courageous women are about nine in number and
what is significant is that all of them are HIV positive them-
selves, but coping wonderfully thanks to their daily taking of
anti-retroviral drugs, provided free by a few NGOs. It has
been my privilege to work with these ladies in helping change
the lives of some of the local children of the slum.
The CAWOFHAK women were deeply concerned by the
significant number of orphans in Kibera who lost one or both
parents due to HIV/AIDS. They decided to do something
themselves to care for the orphans and vulnerable kids from
poor backgrounds and give them a chance for a brighter
future. They thus started a little day nursery school with a
handful of children and a voluntary teacher. At the moment in
2009 we have three teachers, one chef and about 150 chil-
dren, aged between two and eight years, who besides receiving
a basic education also get two nutritious meals a day at this
early childhood development centre.
The lit-up, smiling faces of the children reveal that most of
them are healthy and happy in this safe environment. At St.
Monica’s we have at least 40 children who are orphans but
HIV negative, usually living with a grandparent, and 50 chil-
dren who tragically are HIV positive, some of whom are from
single parents and others from parents who are HIV positive
too. We are also helping a wonderful little seven year old boy
called Vincent, living in a tiny shack opposite St. Monica’s,
who sadly has Cerebral Palsy — but we are going to transform
his life by getting him specialised physiotherapy. Thanks to
help from the Spiritan European Secretariat based in Brussels
we are now well on the way to building permanent classrooms
and toilets for St. Monica’s which will greatly improve daily
life for everyone using our Day Centre in the Kibera slum.
Not a good year in Kenya 
You may remember that a deep wound was inflicted on this
usually peaceful country when in January and February 2008
well over a thousand men and women were brutally killed and
300,000 displaced in the ethnic violence and tribal clashes
that erupted after the disputed presidential election results of
December 2007 between President Mwai Kibaki and his 
arch-rival, Raila Odinga. 
It was a time of deep pain and great bloodshed. People who
had lived side by side for years with no apparent problem sud-
denly turned viciously against their neighbours just because
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Pray never to get hit by a ‘flying toilet’!
Eamonn Mulcahy with the women of St. Monica’s.
they belonged to a different ethnic group such as the Luo or
the Kikuyu or the Kalenjin. Ethnic and tribal tension is strong
in Kenya, a country of 35 million people coming from 42 dif-
ferent tribes. You may remember the worst day of the violence
when a mob set fire to a Church in Eldoret and burned to
death up to 50 men, women and children from President
Kibaki’s Kikuyu tribe who were seeking refuge in the wooden
Pentecostal Church. 
One year down the line, though life has now generally
returned to normal, the political climate is fragile, many
Kenyans are still homeless after the chaos of the skirmishes,
the price of food is sky-rocketing and most businesses are yet
to pick up. In the Nairobi area, the Kibera slum was the hard-
est hit, rendering an already very difficult situation even more
desperate. As a result the number of children coming to St.
Monica’s nursery has increased greatly. But we plough on and
keep trying to do our best to face the challenges with the few
resources we have.
A few kilometres away 
These lines about Kibera are just to give you a little taste of
the kind of work we Spiritans are daily involved with in cer-
tain hotspots around the world. My main task, however, in
Nairobi is not working with AIDS orphans or slum dwellers
but in the theological formation of future African priests. 
I am the Vice-Rector of the Holy Ghost Fathers Senior
Seminary at Langata and I live with 35 young seminarians
from Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, Nigeria, Ghana and Sierra
Leone. Together with two other priests from Tanzania, I am
helping to prepare these young African Spiritans to become
religious, missionary priests who eventually can be sent any-
where around the world to minister as Holy Ghost Fathers. At
the same time, I lecture in Systematic Theology, partly at the
Jesuit Hekima College and mainly at Tangaza College where in
the School of Theology alone we have 476 young students
from 40 different religious congregations from over 50 coun-
tries preparing for priesthood and pastoral ministry. 
Tangaza is a vibrant, dynamic, multi-cultural learning
space, a cosmopolitan Missionary Consortium of 7 different
Institutes with 1250 students in all, coming from Africa, Asia,
Latin America and Europe. Part of the Catholic University of
Eastern Africa, Tangaza is teeming with energy and life.
Teaching there is a daily reminder to me that though vocations
are declining in Europe, Canada and the States — they are
blooming and blossoming here in Africa. 
Helping young Africans to think critically 
I do not regard my lecturing in theology as being any less
missionary than my work with the AIDS orphans and desti-
tute kids in the squalor of the overcrowded Kibera slum.
Quite the contrary.
Teaching theology in Africa today is an integral part of Mis-
sion, of preaching the Good News to the poor, and essential for
building up the Church. Apart from being a stimulating min-
istry and an exciting challenge facing classes with up to 70
eager students — I am passionately convinced that it is also a
humanitarian action helping young Africans to think critically
for themselves, to unmask what are the causes of so much suf-
fering on their continent. Theological reflection helps them to
identify what can be done concretely to transform blatantly
unjust structures which result in an ever widening gap between
an obscenely wealthy minority and the vast majority of desper-
ate African men and women who live on less than $2 a day. 
It is crucial that future priests and pastoral ministers in
Africa receive an excellent theological formation; that they are
equipped with the best, up-to-date, balanced theology possible
so that they can apply it to real-life practical situations in their
parishes and missions. It is exhilarating as a Spiritan to be able
to play such a privileged role in the formation of the next gen-
eration of leaders, not just of the African Church but of much
wider horizons, as young African priests are sent out to other
parts of the world to minister to countries in the North suffer-
ing from a chronic shortage of vocations. 
Who knows, maybe in the future, one of my African stu-
dents from Tangaza College may end up ministering as Pastor
in your Parish now that “mission in reverse” is in full swing! 
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Eamonn Mulcahy with the kids in the Kibera slum.
How do the descendants of Claude Poullart des Placeslive in a way that is essentially faithful to their ances-tor, yet very different in its expression? How can we
be loyal yet different, consistent yet creative, faithful yet path-
breaking? How can Spiritans, and the authentic Spiritan
charism, thrive in places and circumstances so very different
from those of their founder? 
Poor and most abandoned
“The poor and most abandoned souls” has never been a
phrase that has really resonated with me, even though the
spirit and sentiments behind it are extremely significant. Many
other religious communities of women and men espoused the
very same motto, and even used the same words. So what is
special about the Spiritans?
“The poor” and “the most abandoned” are abstractions,
 categories; but there really is no such thing as “the poor” in the
abstract. God does not make abstractions: God’s creation is
always specific, and every human person is identifiable by
name. In order, therefore, to be really committed to the poor
and most abandoned people, we must endeavour to know
them by name, to identify and relate to them in a personal way. 
This, of course, epitomizes the ministry of Jesus, and his
warning that we must be very careful to reach out to “the least”
in such a way that we actually relate to them and their needs.
This, as I understand it, is the real core of the Spiritan charism.
But it remains for each and all of us Spiritans to absorb and
reapply this spirit, whoever and wherever we may be.
Mission in reverse 
Mission is always a two-way street. That is to say, what we call
“mission in reverse” is a critical component of every authentic
missionary experience, and any authentic missionary charism
must therefore exemplify how it can and should be lived.
“Mission is reverse” is about the ways in which those who
profess to bring the good news are also recipients of the same
good news; about the ways in which we evangelizers are our-
selves evangelized and converted. The days are long gone, one
hopes, when missionaries thought they were bringing God to
Godless people, or that they were the givers and the people
were simply the recipients. Such half-truths are highly danger-
ous, though they were a powerful idiom of a former age. 
By now we should have discovered how God’s Spirit lives in
 others’ lives, and how much we ourselves have to learn and
receive from others, lest preaching to others we should
 ourselves be condemned.
Saturday afternoon crèche 
After ordination, I was sent to the University of Edinburgh to
study Anthropology and Linguistics, spending a total of nearly
six years there. How was I to live the Spiritan charism in such
an academic — and swinging sixties — environment? The
Catholic Students’ Union ran a crèche on a Saturday after-
noon for children suffering from spina bifida or born with the
devastating effects of the thalidomide drug. All these children
demanded full-time care from their parents, and these Satur-
day afternoons were, for most parents, the only respite in their
week. For the children, they were a time of excitement and
unpredictable forms of entertainment. 
As for me they were a respite from more academic pursuits;
they were also a first lesson in “mission in reverse”, for I not
only learned to love those children deeply, but I learned to be
They minister to me,
and I to them
Tony Gittins CSSp
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mission in reverse
The days are long gone, one hopes,
when missionaries thought they were
bringing God to Godless people, or that
they were the givers and the people
were simply the recipients. Such half-
truths are highly dangerous, though they
were a powerful idiom of a former age.
loved in turn by them. But they were never just “souls”: lack-
ing limb or bladder control, they were radically embodied,
incarnate, and in need of constant physical as well as
 emotional attention. 
Sierra Leone
A number of years later I got to go to “the missions.” Now, I
thought, it should be significantly easier to live the Spiritan
charism. To Sierra Leone I took some of the implicit theology
and clericalism I had learned in England, and all of my own
immaturity, arrogance and myopia. After thirty years I still
cringe at certain memories, and am keenly aware of having so
often missed the meaning and failed to be enriched by the pos-
sibilities of mission in reverse. Maybe that this why all of us
have experiences and memories: so that we can still learn
before it is too late.
Chicago
For more than twenty years now, my Spiritan life has been
lived in Chicago. The first nine of those years were spent in
the context of the Spiritan formation community. By then I
was the only “survivor” of the initial group: everyone had been
ordained, or left, or been reappointed. But I had discovered a
new place where the Spiritan charism could flourish: among
some of the most “poor and abandoned” people in the richest
nation on earth.
Edwina Gateley who had founded the Volunteer Missionary
Movement, had started a house for women trying to escape
prostitution and was looking for an appropriate male pres-
ence, I spent several days and nights each week at Genesis
house. I also volunteered overnight at a shelter.
Homeless woman’s funeral
A few months after arriving in Chicago, I took the funeral of a
homeless woman who had frozen to death in a dumpster out-
side McDonald’s one bitter winter night. She had been kept at
the city morgue for several weeks, because the ground was
frozen and she was unclaimed. Finally, several of us managed
to claim the body in order to give it a real burial, rather than
have her buried alone in an unmarked grave — in Potter’s
Field on the edge of a cemetery. 
After the service, to which all the homeless people had
been invited and to which more than a hundred came, we
returned to the shelter for a well-prepared meal of fresh meat
and vegetables. But there was insufficient cutlery, and I bor-
rowed from someone else. As an immediate result I contracted
Hepatitis B, was quite unable to work (teaching
theology) for months, and was eventually unfit
to return to the missions. The wheel had come
full circle; yet again it had become necessary 
for me to rediscover how to live the Spiritan
charism. 
For the past twenty-two years, homeless
women of Chicago have ministered to me, and I
to them, in a very informal way. I simply bring
food, cook, and serve meals; they eagerly but
graciously take and eat; we get to know each
other personally and by name. It’s a kind of
Eucharist. These women (the vast majority of
whom, it so happens, are African-American)
mediate “mission in reverse” in my life. I, in
turn, attempt to live the Spiritan charism among
these poor and abandoned women. If we ask
people what they need, rather than simply 
tell them what we intend to do for them, then
we will be effectively practising “mission in
reverse”. 
Each and all of us must embody the Spiritan
charism wherever we may be: “Each Spiritan will
look for opportunities for action within his grasp
in order to become the voice of the voiceless.” 
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If we ask people what they need, rather
than simply tell them what we intend to
do for them, then we will be effectively
practicing “mission in reverse”.
could not believe that I had said, so spontaneously: 
“It appeals to me!” 
My term as superior was up, I had a few months of
 sabbatical, and then “up for grabs” regarding a new ministry. 
I thought of parish ministry. I even mentioned it to the new
administration as the most likely “job” for me. 
However, within the same week, I was asked: “Would you
return to Malawi as spiritual director to our philosophy semi-
narians in southern Africa?” What didn’t appeal to me was the
oppressive heat of the seminary location and the mosquitoes.
The food and the slower pace of life I could manage. 
I took pause and gave some thought. I felt the Lord in all
of this, a sense, to quote Julian of Norwich, that “All will be
well and in all manner of ways, all will be well.” I knew the
one appeal it had for me was the call into a new episode in
my life. 
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Somehow, rightly or wrongly, I believed that as a priest I
should be able to mentor people as a spiritual director. Yet at
the same time, I felt that I would likely gain more from the
“doing” than the seminarians. I boned up with some work-
shops and books on aspects of spiritual direction. I was really
struck when at one workshop, the conductor of it asked no
one in particular: “What is your deepest desire?” One offered
a response. He got the nod. “I desire to serve.” On hearing, all
of us participants nodded our heads. We collectively agreed.
The desire to become a priest
Certainly, now in Malawi, as the seminarians share their
 stories, a deeper picture of African life opens up to me. 
As boys when many of them served Mass, more than a 
few were struck by the wonderful ritual surrounding big
 celebrations. All five senses were brought into play: the splen-
did vestments of the bishop, incense, candles, bells, singing, the
spontaneous movement and responses from the people. Their
priest, Sister, teacher, close family friend often asked, “Have
you ever thought of the priesthood?” Through a respected per-
son, a celebration, an event, family upbringing, prayer, peaceful
moments, the desire to become a priest enters hearts.
Some of the students find it hard to leave home. They may
grapple with questions like: Who will care for my aging par-
ents? Some return home to assist their mom or dad.
However, at the seminary we endeavor to highlight the
truth, which our faith teaches, that each one of us has been
created for a purpose, and that our life does have meaning. Be
assured that in our corner of the vineyard we can make a
 difference for the betterment of people’s lives. 
Friends of the Spiritans
A tremendous blessing for us in recent years has been the
coming together of a dozen or more people within Malawi
whom we affectionately call: “Friends of the Spiritans”.
Friends who reveal our value and importance by their loving
support, prayers, contributions and deep interest in the well-
being of our seminarians.
I visited a number of their families. They spoke of extended
family, orphans, the death of loved ones, unemployment, and
hunger. The “chat” centred on a way of life — very simple and
really basic, yet hard — with cries of hope and a prayer for
favourable elements. Sustenance farming and old fashioned
banking methods — a small amount hidden. No big upheaval
in lifestyle due to economic downturn. 
Making their parish their own
The families I met very much appreciate their faith and the
opportunity to be involved in their parish. Family members
assist in small prayer groups and Basic Christian Com -
munities, school, clinic, day care for orphans and Home Based
Care groups for HIV/AIDS patients. The sisters, priests and
catechists over the years emphasized the baptismal dignity of
their people as children of a loving God, and encouraged their
involvement. The goal — invite the people to make their
parish their own.
Diversity of my ministry
As a Spiritan priest, this new opportunity in my life certainly
deepens my appreciation for the wonderful diversity of min-
istry that I have experienced: parish, youth, vocation, forma-
tion, administration, mission overseas in bush and shanty
town, teaching and now mentoring in a seminary. Engaging in
the footprints of so many people. Even fund-raising for the
formation of our seminarians. 
For sure, I appreciate parishes and friends for your kind
support and prayers. The formation of priests depends on a
significant support system, involving prayer, contributions and
encouragement. Who could ever know what is going to be
around the next corner on our life’s journey? In a life with a
multitude of blessings, I have now more brothers and sisters,
moms and dads, than I ever could imagine. 
Locky Flanagan with Spiritan staff and seminarians.
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Who could ever know what is going to be
around the corner on our life’s journey?
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food for thought
Freedom is not an opting out. 
It is an opting in.
Pope Benedict XVI
Jesus chose eating, drinking and the service at table as the key images
to communicate his type of life in the world. The last named activity is
a function generally reserved to women in Jewish as well as in African
societies. To serve in Jesus’ community is to be like a mother. Ministry
is mothering.
Eugene Uzukwu CSSp
There is much reverence here
toward the stones and holy 
sites and the divine in them. 
But many times we lack
reverence for the divine 
in the other person.
Johannes Oravecz
Benedictine monk, Jerusalem
Looking back I see that engaging with the Maasai people was the most
important thing I have done with my life. Proclaiming the gospel for the
first time to communities who have never heard it is something other
than doing pastoral ministry with baptized people.
Gene Hillman CSSp (1924-2009)
The Gospel is announced to 
the people. They live in a
particular kind of culture, so
they receive it in that culture.
And that’s when the Gospel 
is really planted, when it 
becomes part of that culture.
That never really happened 
with the aboriginal people.
Archbishop James Weisgerber
Winnipeg
We can get hooked on 
focusing on everything that
might have been: “If only …”. 
It can easily lock us into a past
that is no longer helpful.
Margaret Silf
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home and away
Two new Spiritans
Saturday, August 2, 2009 was a red let-
ter day for the TransCanada Province.
For the first time in 23 years, two new
members joined our group. 
Robert DiNardo (left) was born in
Italy but grew up in Toronto’s east end
where he worked as an IT professional.
Bernard Kenol (right) was born in Haiti
and came to Montreal and then to
Toronto as a graphic artist and French
teacher.
Four Spiritans were on hand to
 welcome them among us — Fathers
Bernard Kelly, Assistant Novice Direc-
tor; Paul McAuley, Provincial Bursar;
Bob Colburn, Provincial; and Nicholas
Twumasi, Vocations Director.
Robert is finishing his theology studies
in Ottawa and Bernard is commencing his
in Toronto after which both will be going
on overseas appointments in the Domini-
can Republic and Ghana respectively.
Ethiopia Vince Stegman CSSp
When we started working in Ethiopia thirty-four years ago, we
decided to concentrate on education. At that time in all 
of Borana country there were only eleven grade schools and
three high schools in an area almost the size of the state of
Pennsylvania.
I’m happy to say that the Ethiopian government has
improved things tremendously in the field of education 
since then. But we’re still far behind more settled and more
accessible parts of the country.
This year eight students that I supervised and helped
through grade school and high school graduated from differ-
ent universities.
Three will become teachers, three graduated with a degree
in law, one in international relations and one in business
administration.
We’re especially happy for the first girl from one of our
three schools to graduate from university. In Ethiopia
 educated girls are ‘few and far between’. We consider their
education very much in line with our Spiritan philosophy.
Philippines Dan Sormani CSSp
We are a little community of three: Filipino Spiritans Dennis
Paculba Casanes, 25, from Mindanao, Rick Lawrence Ang
Aleria, 28, from Cebu, and me, the old guy from Brooklyn via
Algeria and Pittsburgh. 
Since we haven’t been able to raise the money for our new
home in Manila (everything about that Jesuit-owned house is
just great … except, of course, the price tag), the three of us
are learning what it means to be welcomed by strangers, to be
guests in another’s house, to find creative ways to build a
sense of community and grow. 
We live in the middle of a “nun village” with a provincialate,
a retirement house, formation wing, house for girls in trouble,
the boarders’ house, the community that runs the grade school
and high school next door, and the house for visiting sisters!
There is a large round chapel in the centre and we have
Eucharist every morning at 6:30a.m. I usually get up at 
4:30 a.m. so I don’t have to wait in line for a shower. There is
only one sink on our floor, a long trough-like thing down the
hall, and I have at times found myself shaving in the mirror
while some college girl is trying to apply her lipstick just so.
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when she first stoops in her babycotton cap
and I feel her nubbly spine knobs
through her cardigan in our gingerfirm hug.
Her embrace quivers,
she is fragile as parchment —
a sparrow wisp aflutter with life.
She is not our Aunt Buffy anymore,
jolly and rounded laughing with tales,
but now Elizabeth — 
angular as the letter Z —
thin and frail in body
yet electric with a vibrant presence,
alert, wide-eyed, alive.
As if the more diminished the husk,
the denser and more radiant the core.
Her stilling body
houses a dancing twinkle
that illuminates this dark parlour
like a paper lantern.
Her body still
her spirit still 
her vital presence still
with us
for this brief candle moment.
— Kate Marshall Flaherty
